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wo.ds and Images,
Images and Words

Audio-Visual Rituals is really a collection of 15 one-minute sub-programs,
featuring Gusella from the vertical center
of his eyes to just below his chest, fully
solarized . He is performing with his arms
certain repetitive movements . accompanied by a syncopated synthetic score
and occasional special effects . On his
chest he wears a word, either tied or printed on his shirt . Each sub-program is
characterized by a different word, different arm movements, and a different
rhythm. The words are ordinary : tooth,
- school, needle, sundae, etc. The arm movements are seemingly unrelated to the
words, and are always directed to the
camera, *making good use of the space
between the body and the lens, giving it a
real sense ofdepth. The rhythm of the arm
Audio-Visual Rituals by
.
'
movements is reflected in the accompanyErnest Gusella
ing score. Fifteen of these is a lot to
watch, but the ones labeled pound, rash
Davl(1soil Gigliotti
and arkuelare compelling.
In Work we see Gusella, from thechest
Ernest G usella
up and waring a cap . standing motionless
EdEmshwiller
in front ofa wall . On comes a humorously
Anthology Film Archives
banal synthesized rhythm and blues
Nam June Paik
number: and soon we hear Gusella's voice
Tribute to John Cage
growling "words", at the beginning ofeach
Channel 13 (Nov. 3, 11 p.m .)
corny musical phrase . Gusella bows: and
we see that he has "words" written on a
Not all significant video art is perpetratpiece of white paper pasted to the top of
ed in the super-cool post-modern idiom .
his cap, and "words" written vertically on
Ernest Gusella's processed-image video
the wall behind him . He straightens up,
performances borrow from French Dada
holding another sheet of paper with
and surrealist poetry sources, and some of
"words" on it under his chin, which he
them are of unusual ferocity .
pushes toward the lens, filling the screen
Last weekend Anthology Film Archives
with it.
presented nine short tapes by Gusella in a
Thereis a wipe to another camera where
program entitled Black & White. All were
we see Gusella from the side, where he has
characterized in that they featured the
"words" written on white paper hanging
often grotesquely processed image of
from his shoulders .. He turns around, and
Gusella himself, performing_invarious
be has another one pinned to his back . The
ways to synthetic and vocal sound tracks
image is wiped back -and forth from one
ofhis own devising .
camera to the other in time to the corny
Some of these tapes are blatantly artmusic, creating a syncopated montage of
historical, such as Of The Rose and
bowing, wiping . turning around, and
RRRRRose Selavey . Others, such as
pushing pieces of paper with words like
Vampire Video and the titles, have an ele"words," "thigh," "honk," and "icky"
ment of unnecessary facetiousness. The
written on them into the lens. The effect is
best of them, however, suggest an original , of a maniacal
children's program which
poetic mind, a determined sense of. purports to teach
spelling while actually
rhythm, and bizarre but powerful imagery .
leaving deep pockets of irrationality in our
In Wolf-Zooming the camera is focused
psyches .
and centered on Gusella's slightly irThe last piece, the one that I liked the
regular front teeth, surrounded by
best, was Arrows . Gusella, his close-up
moustache and beard. By pulling on the
face synthesized into that of an amiable,
ends of a strip of masking tape passed
though possibly dangerous, cat-like exaround the zoom ring of the lens, he snaps
tratetrestrial ;-ygrunts along to this growly
the zoom rapidly back and forth, building
synthesizer bass line, played in one of
up to a quality ofrhythm that we will soon
those rhythms that we now realize he is a
identify as typical . At a certain point we
master
"Arrows, arrows, grunt grunt,
realize that the subject is the zoom itself arrowsof.
'soon degenerates into "a rose is a
rather than the images on either end . The
rose is a rose," and Gusella's artresult is an exciting tape that is actually a
historical sources are, of course, laid hare.
little terrifying.

The lusty beat goes on, however, and a
rose soon goes back to arrows and all is
well again .
Discrete words are an important part of
Gusella's performances, and whether he
says them, sings them, or wears them,
they often combine well with his singular
sense of rhythm and his masterful use of
the videospace just behind the screen .

